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The history of the couchette coaches in Germany is closely connected with the history of the travel 
organizers. First "real" couchette coaches became from the German Railways (DB) in 1954 as a 
CL4ümg-54 in service. 
Already with the DRG with participation of the MER (Mitteleuropäisches Reisebüro = Central 
European travel agency) were offered from 1932 travel agency-course carriages for inexpensive 
journeys to holiday areas. This offer was underbid later, politically conditional, with the "Kraft durch 
Freude (KdF)" trains through state subventions and thereby uneconomical. 

„DER“ - Deutsches Reisebüro (German Travel Agency) 
On the 4th of November, 1946 the allied controlling advice decides the renaming of the MER in 
Deutsches Reisebüro (DER) and it may be active within Germany on business. 
With the participation of the "Deutsche Reichsbahn im Vereinigten Wirtschaftsgebiet" (German 
national railway in the united economic area) in 1948 the young enterprise „DER“ was able to go back to 
the travel agency-train offers of the DRG from the 30s. The first attempts of organised holiday trips 
began in the end of the 40s with few destinations particularly in Upper Bavaria. 
Then, in 1948 becomes from Dr. Carl Degener (1931 - "Travel agency of Dr. Carl Degener" Berlin) 
and the "Amtlichem bayerischen Reisebüro" (ABR), "Hapag-Lloyd" and the "Deutschen Reisebüro" 
the syndicate for group tours (Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Gesellschaftsreisen) "DER-Gesellschaftsreise" 
founded. 
The young German Railways (DB) had at that time many fast train coaches of the 30th and 36th 
design, without interior arrangement and they was at last mostly used as a military hospital 
carriage. From this coach park some were altered in the years 1950-1952 as a couchette coach for 
the „DER“. 

 
Excerpt  DV 939 d Merkbuch für die Fahrzeuge der Reichsbahn/Deutsche Bundesbahn 

The first vehicles - born out of need 
The coaches had the designation Cc4ywe-36/52 and an 7xxxx number key. The equipment was in 
such a way that in the compartments, as a special comfort, hammocks could be stretched. Thus it 
was possible that the passengers during the night journeys to lay down for a rest. These coaches 
were owned by DB and rented to DER. 

 Model Fleischmann, based on C4i-30 

These carriages carried on the sides in narcissus-yellow colour (RAL 1007) this DER emblem  
and the lettering FERIENEXPRESS (Holliday express). The wagon bodies were varnished in 
bottle- green (RAL 6007). The deck strips under the window tape were also in narcissus-yellow 
colour (RAL 1007) painted and the under frames, bogies and long bearers in deep-black (RAL 
9005). 
TOUROPA  is founded 
Then the " TOUROPA" arose in 1951 from this in 1948 founded "syndicate for group tours" 
(Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Gesellschaftsreisen).The leasehold coaches got from about 1954 the lettering 
TOUROPA in narcissus-yellow (RAL 1007). The remaining colour pattern stayed the same and 
also in the comfort nothing changed. On the TOUROPA cars the signs smokers / non-smokers 
were removed. During the day smoking was allowed, not in the night.  
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The standard new building couchette coach (use group 53) 
On grounds of the success of the tour operators, the DEUTSCHE BUNDESBAHN became, from 1954, 
the pioneer of the service of new, real couchette coaches of the new 26.4m UIC-type X. As a base 
of these coaches served a construction which was used for couchette coaches of "United States 
Army" stationed in Germany. The couchette coaches had the classification CL4ümg-54  
(since 1956 Bc4ümg-54, since 1966 Bcüm 241 and since 1976 Bcm 241). 
The hot water heating was warmed up either with heating steam by the steam engine or diesel 
locomotive, more seldom electrically from because of the low number in electric locomotives. 
From this carriage design the tour operators TOUROPA and SCHARNOW ordered own vehicles 
for her travel agency-special train traffic, which were in winter in the Alps, in summer prefers to the 
Mediterranean coast were used. 
These railway coaches owned twelve compartments, of which ten to eleven were reserved for 
sitting and resting of the travellers, the other compartments were used than culinary room or 
service compartment / rest room for the train crew. 

Couchette coaches with and without aprons 
Basically the carriages only used by the DB owned no additional heating and, therefore, also no 
aprons. 
All TOUROPA coaches from 1954 up to 1961 still had their own, independent oil firing with own oil 
tank. These heating aggregates were covered by the aprons. The additional heating was 
necessary, if the coaches or course coaches groups stood in winter for hours without heating 
energy making a donation locomotive in the railway stations, to wait for course coaches groups 
from other directions. 

The color scheme of the vehicles 
The known one and the customers familiar colour scheme from the DRG/DR time was taken over 
from the young DB also for the first X carriages: 
steel-blue RAL 5011 for coaches of the „ upholstery classes - comfort class“ (1st & 2nd class) 
bottle green RAL 6007.for coaches of the "wooden class" (3rd class) 
wine-red RAL 3005 for dining car and sleeping cars. 
The varnishing of the new, 26.4 m couchette coaches, occurred after the default / wishes of the 
travel agencies. 
For TOUROPA this was a light blue color with light gray apron. 
Centred in embossed aluminium letters was the put on lettering  TOUROPA  and between the 
middle windows the letters DB. 

The colour scheme of the  TOUROPA  coaches in 1953: 
Wagon body : sapphire-blue = RAL 5003 
Roof-edge : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
Frame side rail : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
Stripe on the frame side rail : sapphire-blue = RAL 5003 
Aprons : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
The colour scheme of the  TOUROPA  coaches in 1958: 
Wagon body : cobalt-blue = RAL 5013 
Roof-edge : deep-black = RAL 9005 
Frame side rail : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
Stripe on the frame side rail : deep-black = RAL 9005 
Aprons : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
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Moreover, there were also TOUROPA couchette coaches as well as the DB couchette coaches in 
bottle-green (RAL 6007) and were provided with deep-black aprons (RAL 9005). In contrast to the 
"blue" couchette coaches they also did not carry the label TOUROPA. 

 
From about 1961, TOUROPA gave Bc4ümg-54 coaches to SCHARNOW and repainted them 
accordingly. The SCHARNOW coaches all had an apron. 
 
SCHARNOW - first in "blue" and then in "foliage-green" with golden-coloured (RAL 1004) lettering  
SCHARNOW-REISEN in shadow font. 

The colour scheme of the SCHARNOW coaches from 1961: 
Wagon body : foliage-green = RAL 6002 
Roof : pebble-grey = RAL 7032 
Frame side rail : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
Aprons : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
 

HUMMEL 
The colour scheme of the HUMMEL coaches from 1962: 
Wagon body : chromium oxide-green = RAL 6020 
Roof : pebble-grey = RAL 7032 
Frame side rail : iron-gray = RAL 7011 
with yellow (RAL 1007) label "HUMMEL REISE" 

 
The colour scheme mentioned here was not actually used, however, because HUMMEL did not 
have the money to buy or rent their own coaches. 
They had reserved and registered the colour scheme, but it was never used, apart from a sample 
on a wagon that was to be taken out of service. 
At the end of 1968 Hummel was bought by TOUROPA and SCHARNOW and Touristik-Union-
International (TUI) was formed. 
 
It was only through the model railway industry that "HUMMEL REISE" couchette coaches were in 
circulation. 
 
 
Since 1962, a number of the DB  Bc4ümg-54 couchette coaches were repainted in chromium 
oxide-green (RAL 6020). 
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